
Editorials

Are Tracheostomized Patients Safe on Regular Hospital Wards?

Tracheostomies are commonly performed in critically
ill patients, with approximately 10% of patients receiving
tracheostomies during their time in the intensive care unit
(ICU).1-3 Accordingly, much research has centered on the
optimal timing of tracheostomy during the ICU course,
immediate complications of the procedure, and ICU out-
comes such as ventilator weaning and ventilator-associ-
ated pneumonia. Less research has focused on outcomes
after patients are discharged from the ICU.4-8 A small but
growing body of evidence suggests that the inability to
decannulate a patient prior to ICU discharge is associated
with worse outcomes, including higher mortality.8-11
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In this issue of RESPIRATORY CARE, Hernández et al12

report on a prospective observational study of 73 trache-
ostomized patients without severe neurologic disease, to
compare the in-hospital mortality of patients decannulated
prior to ICU discharge to those discharged from the ICU
with a tracheostomy in place. Hernández et al utilized a
decannulation protocol with daily evaluation of respiratory
secretion management and risk of aspiration for up to
10 days, and decannulated 35 of the patients before ICU
discharge. Those with a tracheostomy tube in place were
discharged to wards with a specific tracheostomy-care pro-
tocol and skilled nurses. The overall mortality was 19%,
with a nonsignificant trend toward higher mortality in the
patients who had a tracheostomy in place at ICU dis-
charge: 26% versus 11% in the decannulated patients. Mul-
tivariate analysis showed that discharge from the ICU with
a tracheostomy, and a body mass index � 30 kg/m2, were
associated with higher ward mortality.

This small study12 indicates that patients in whom ICU
decannulation is not possible have a higher ward mortality
rate, and obese patients may be at even greater risk. No-
tably, other studies have found higher mortality than did
Hernández et al in ward patients with tracheostomies, which
may be because those studies included patients with severe
neurologic disease, whom Hernández et al excluded. Pa-
tients with severe neurologic deficit and tracheostomy in
place at ICU discharge have worse outcomes.11,13

Similarly, also in this issue of RESPIRATORY CARE, Ger-
ber et al14 report a retrospective review of 60 patients who
were discharged to the ward with a tracheostomy in place,
to determine if outcomes of tracheostomized patients can
be predicted with commonly collected clinical data. Of the
60 patients, 15 were readmitted, 6 died outside the ICU,
and 12 died during initial ICU stay. Weight was identified
as a risk factor for higher mortality in the patients who
died or were readmitted to the ICU, compared to the pa-
tients who were not readmitted. Unfortunately, we do not
know the causes of death in those patients.

Both studies12,14 show that predicting outcomes of tra-
cheostomized patients remains difficult, and all patients
appear to be at risk for adverse outcomes after leaving the
ICU. However, 2 groups emerge as potentially higher-risk:
patients with neurologic disease, and the obese. Clinicians
should have heightened concern about tracheostomized pa-
tients with neurologic disease; the poor outcomes found by
Gerber et al are consistent with other studies. Additionally,
patients with higher body mass index are at greater risk.
Several studies have found that obese critically ill patients
have no worse outcomes than patients with normal body
weight,15-17 but morbid obesity is associated with 4-fold
greater complications in tracheostomized patients.18 Major
complications were mainly due to anatomical issues such
as tube obstruction and inability to reestablish an airway.

The studies by Hernández et al12 and Gerber et al14 help
us to define tracheostomized patients who might be at risk
of complications. Three approaches have been identified
for improving the safety and care of post-ICU tracheos-
tomized patients.

Decannulation Protocols

Previously published limited data and expert opinion
suggest that all patients should be considered for decan-
nulation once mechanical ventilation is no longer needed,
upper-airway obstruction has resolved, airway secretions
are controlled, and swallowing is evaluated and ade-
quate.6,19 Ceriana et al applied a decisional flowchart de-
cannulation algorithm to patients weaned from mechanical
ventilation with a tracheostomy in place. With their pro-
tocol, 78% of patients were weaned, only 3.5% required
reintubation within 3 months, and only 1 reintubation was
for an airway-related complication.13
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Decannulation protocols, tracheostomy-care protocols,
and weaning protocols can improve outcomes, but a ma-
jority of institutions have no such protocols, so there is
wide variability in knowledge about and management of
patients with tracheostomies,4,6 which may negatively im-
pact care. Protocols have benefitted other aspects of crit-
ical care and would probably benefit tracheostomy man-
agement and decannulation.4

Respiratory Step-Down Units

If a patient fails ICU decannulation, it may be beneficial
to discharge the patient to a respiratory step-down unit
instead of a regular floor. At many institutions these step-
down units specialize in ventilator weaning and managing
patients with tracheostomies.20,21 A step-down unit has a
higher nurse-to-patient ratio than a regular ward, and is
staffed by clinicians with respiratory care expertise.8

A respiratory step-down unit provides a highly moni-
tored environment for continuing aggressive respiratory
management. An international survey found that clinicians
in weaning and acute-care units are more likely to recom-
mend decannulation than are those in long-term-care fa-
cilities.6 A step-down unit may be an ideal site to imple-
ment a decannulation protocol in patients not able to be
decannulated during their ICU course.13

Tracheostomy Teams

Not all hospitals have the resources for a dedicated re-
spiratory unit, and these units may not have the capacity to
admit all tracheostomized patients. As an alternative or
addition to a dedicated unit, tracheostomized patients can
be followed closely by a tracheostomy team, which in-
cludes one or more respiratory therapists with a special
interest in tracheostomized patients, nurses, and physicians,
especially those with ear, nose, and throat or ICU train-
ing.22,23 Some tracheostomy teams begin following the
patient immediately after the tracheostomy, even if the
patient is in the ICU. This provides continuity of care, and
the tracheostomy team can assist the ICU team with the
decannulation protocol.23

The benefits of a tracheostomy team include specialists
seeing the patient every day, ensuring good tracheostomy
position, cleaning, proper sizing, assisting with tracheos-
tomy changing, providing immediate intervention in cases
of tube dislodgement or blockage, and teaching ward nurses
and physicians about tracheostomies.22,23

A tracheostomy team may allow for safer discharge of
patients with tracheostomies to the general wards. In a
case-control study, a specialist-led tracheostomy team that
began following patients in the ICU significantly increased
pre-ICU-discharge decannulation, from 14% to 34%, and
there were significantly fewer complications in patients

discharged to the wards with a tracheostomy in place when
they were followed by the tracheostomy team.23

In Australia, an intensivist-led tracheostomy team im-
proved the hospital’s decannulation rate by 20% per year,
and shortened stay among patients discharged from the
ICU with a tracheostomy in place.22

Once a tracheostomized patient is liberated from the
ventilator, efforts should be made to decannulate, because
patients discharged with tracheostomies in place have a
higher risk of morbidity and mortality. Decannulation pro-
tocols are probably helpful, although they are not yet com-
mon. Among patients discharged from the ICU with a
tracheostomy in place, the highest-risk patients are prob-
ably those with severe neurologic disease and obesity. All
patients should be considered for discharge to a respiratory
care unit if such a unit is available. Alternatively, trache-
ostomized patients should be followed by a dedicated mul-
tidisciplinary tracheostomy team that continues to evaluate
for decannulation, provides continuity of tracheostomy
care, and manages emergency airway situations.
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